PRESS RELEASE

“Walking Dinner” at the Kölner Golfclub – charity event for the foundation KinderHerz

Klüh Catering and Cologne chefs together have a big heart for children

Düsseldorf/Cologne, 28.06.2019 – On Sunday, the 7th July, at the Kölner Golfclub, it’s not about points, but about little cardiac patients. The celebrity chefs and pâtissiers of “ChefHeads - Club der Küchenchefs” and Klüh Catering together show that they have a big heart for children. The Cologne chefs and the Düsseldorf Caterer invite guests to a “Walking Dinner” under the patronage of Wolfgang Bosbach MDB a. D. The net proceeds will go to the foundation KinderHerz.

The legendary three-star chef Dieter Müller, his two-star colleague Daniel Gottschlich (Ox & Klee, Cologne) along with another seven celebrity chefs and one barbecue champion will be giving their best this Sunday on behalf of children who require special treatment because of a heart defect.

The festive dinner, where you can also look over the shoulders of star chefs, has all the makings of a first-rate culinary event. From 3.00 p.m. to around 8.30 p.m. in the club restaurant “Köln11”, everything will be geared towards ultimate gastronomic delights. Ingo Mützel and the Oedinger Rheinhöhenfunken will provide for musical entertainment.

The entrance fee for the charity event is 150 Euros (incl. table drinks). The net proceeds of the event will go in full to the foundation KinderHerz – as support for the BioPacer project of the university hospital RWTH Aachen. The total amount generated is to promote the development of biological pacemakers, which are better suited to children’s bodies.

The patron Wolfgang Bosbach: “Year for year in Germany alone, 7,500 babies are born with congenital heart defects. What they primarily need is optimal medical care, which has to be supported by permanent scientific and medical backing and research.”

The charity dinner is to be held in “KÖLN11” of the Kölner Golfclub, Freimersdorfer Weg 43 in 50859 Cologne. Tickets for 150.00 Euros (incl. table drinks) are available at KÖLN11 as well as by telephone on tel.: 0221-5678 2202 and by e-mail to reservierung@koeln11.de!
About Klüh Catering

With sales of around 140 million Euros, Klüh Catering GmbH, one of Germany’s biggest service providers in this segment, and is one of the companies that is distinguished by both innovative strength and sustainability. For this, Klüh Catering was honoured in 2019 by the WELT as “Company No. 1 - Highest Innovative Power”. Klüh was also named as one of the country’s top five contract caterers in the sustainability study by the magazine Focus.

Klüh Catering is part of the global multi-service provider from Düsseldorf. Founded in 1911, the company has decades of experience in the area of infrastructural services. The departments Cleaning, Catering, Clinic Service, Security, Personnel Service, Airport and Facility Service offer both individual services as well as integrated service concepts. With nearly 50,000 employees in eight nations, the company achieves sales of around 806 million Euros (2018).
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